Turn home sweet home into your pet’s dream staycation with high-quality, eco-friendly pet products (like a pet bed, teepee, or toy set) from P.L.A.Y! Petplan pack members can save 20%, site-wide, at Petplan.com with coupon code CLASSIC20.

The Big Bangs
We look forward to 4th of July fireworks, but loud noises and chaotic crowds can lead to disaster for our four-legged family. Read these 5 tips to keep your pet safe!
buzz off
Curious cats and playful dogs love finding new friends, but might get more than they bargain for if they meet a bee! Do you know what to do if your pet gets stung?
read more »

wear the hair
No one wants to wear a fur coat in midsummer — so are our fluffy friends due for a shave? Before you break out the clippers, check out this vet’s thoughts on the issue.
read more »

can cats eat this?
Will this herb disturb kitty’s health?
If you have an herb garden, chances are it’s full of fresh basil! What happens if your cat sneaks a snack?
read more

claim of the month
Pheobe
4-year-old Collie Mix
A fun day at the beach led to a wave of expensive vet bills after Phoebe snacked on sand. Her veterinarian was able to turn the tide back in her favor, and Petplan covered the cost.
unexpected tail: $2,020 for sand ingestion

lesson learned: No matter what trouble pets dive into, Petplan helps keep budgets afloat.

“Petplan gave me peace of mind when Phoebe was at the vet for sand consumption and potential blockage. It allowed me to give her the best possible care without worrying about the $2,000 expense, especially since I am not working right now.”

- Petplan protected parent

close up of dog with umbrella and food

contact us 24/7 at 866.467.3875

follow the fun on social
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